A Holistic Approach to Your Enterprise and Mission.  
**Affigent starts with what few companies ever grasp: a holistic view of your enterprise and mission.** This top down outlook brings with it deep visibility into the interdependencies between your extended enterprise systems, components and the critical business processes that drive your mission. It enables us to work consultatively with you to determine pain points and options, identify short and long term areas for performance improvement, align technology insertion with business priorities and help you build superior and cost smart strategic frameworks for predictable success.

**ACROSS YOUR EXTENDED VALUE CHAIN**

Because our engineers, architects and industry leading partners have experience and expertise at all critical points across the enterprise, we can help you exactly when and where you need it most. It may be a data center transformation initiative. A physical or cyber security issue. A cloud readiness assessment or one of many concerns you have across your physical infrastructure. Where we start is up to you. What’s important is that together we finish with a stronger, more responsive enterprise and discernibly superior mission outcomes.

**IT DOESN’T HAVE TO BE COMPLEX**

What you will not get with Affigent is false complexity. We and our partners have proven again and again in today’s most complex and demanding enterprises that true innovation takes the complexity out of IT solutions. It streamlines workflow and helps put you on a straighter and steadier path to enhanced performance and superior service for all your stakeholders. This is the Affigent difference. Contact Affigent today and ask about our integrated IT services and solutions. It’s a smart move that will simplify.

- Next Generation Data Center
- Cloud
- Security
- End User Experience
DOING BUSINESS WITH AFFIGENT

Affigent holds an impressive portfolio of government-wide acquisition contract vehicles, basic ordering agreements, and agency-specific IDIQs that provide our customers with easy access to the technology products, services, training, and support they need to manage their agency’s mission in a timely and consistent manner.

AFFIGENT CONTRACT VEHICLES

**GWAC**

NASA Solutions for Enterprise-Wide Procurement V (SEWP V)
- NNG15SC59B Contract Holder Group C (Prime)
- NNG15SC24B Contract Holder Group D (Prime)

General Services Administration (GSA) Schedule 70
- GS-35F-0509S (Prime)

Chief Information Officer—Commodities and Solutions (CIO-CS)
- HHSN316201500050W (Prime)

**Civilian**

Juniper BOA DOE
- 51-30401 (Prime)

DHS FirstSource II
- HSHQDC-13-D-00024 (Prime)

**DoD**

Deal-O BPA
- W91QUZ-09-A-0001 (Prime)

ITES-3H
- W52P1J-16-D-0005 (Prime)

AFFIGENT PARTNERS

- aruba
- ca technologies
- COMMVAULT
- DELL EMC
- f5
- Hewlett Packard Enterprise
- HITACHI
- JUNIPER NETWORKS
- Lexmark
- ORACLE
- PURE STORAGE
- riverbed
- RSA
- SUPERMICRO
- VMware

**Washington, DC Operations**

13873 Park Center Road, Suite 127
Herndon, Virginia 20171

**Other Locations**

Anchorage, AK | Seattle, WA | Spokane, WA

A Small Disadvantaged Business (SDB) and Alaska Native Corporation (ANC).